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Introduction 

According to Rethink Energy data tracking of twenty leading national 

markets, global solar installations reached 40.4 GW in Q1, followed by 

46.6 GW in Q2. Those figures are up 32.4% and 50.6% year-on-year re-

spectively. 

As such we now predict 224 GW will 

be installed worldwide in the whole 

of 2022, a year-on-year increase of 

38%. That’s up 20 GW from the pre-

diction we made six months ago of 

“only” 204.3 GW. Most of the data in 

this report covers H1 only, but we 

can begin with some extrapolations 

out to the end of the year. 

 

By region, in H1 and H2 of 2022, we 

have: 

• China added 30.2 GW and will 

add 55.9 GW, full-year growth of 56.9%. 

• India added 8.4 GW and will add 11.7 GW, full-year growth of 

68.8%. 

• The US added 10.2 GW and will add 18.4 GW, full-year growth of 

18.1%. 

• The eight European markets we 

track added 12.8 GW and will 

add 17.8 GW, full year growth of 

48.1%. The figure for all Europe-

an states is between a quarter 

and a third again on top of these 

numbers.  

• Latin America added 7.1 GW 

and will add 12.2 GW, for full-

Year-on-year growth will be 38% worldwide 
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year growth of 26.1%. Figures released so far have shown only 17% 

growth, but this is due to a large utility-scale pipeline which has 

produced a couple of weak quarters as large projects remain under 

construction. 

• The East Asian Periphery – consisting of Japan, Taiwan and South 

Korea – added 6.2 GW and will add 5.8 GW, for a full-year decline 

of 1.7%. 

 

 

For the specific measure of YoY 

growth, a small performance in the 

previous year is how Italy, the UK 

and Mexico manage to 

“undeservedly” claim the top three 

spots. The biggest acceleration in Eu-

ropean photovoltaic deployment is 

in Germany and Poland. As the 

above graphs demonstrate, after In-

dia and China which are both ener-

getically bringing in new subsidies 

and incentives, the countries with the highest year-on-year growth are 

almost all European. 

 

Only three markets will post declines. For South Korea and Japan the 

decline will be under 10%, but in Australia the decline could be as 

much as 15%. Investment has been 

flagging for several years there and 

the inevitable resurgence will not be 

immediately reflected in installation 

figures. 

 

Germany has risen to 4th place 

worldwide and will maintain that 

position – with Poland close behind 

in 5th place, possibly even overtak-

ing Germany next year. Japan will 

fall to 7th place behind Brazil. 
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Demand, manufacturing scale, and prices all surge 

Polysilicon, the great bottleneck on photovoltaic production and the 

source of almost all of the price increase, is being ramped up dramati-

cally. This was covered in detail in our polysilicon report, and our 

module price prediction (not including shipping costs) remains essen-

tially unchanged. 

 

The following statistics deal only with Chinese manufacturing, which 

accounts for 80%+ of module and polysilicon production, even more 

for cells, and 97% of the global total for wafers.  

 

The important part of the polysilicon output graph is the first half of 

2022, in which polysilicon production grows by 5.6% each month for 

six months, growing more swiftly each month than it previously did in 

a quarter. Then in July, production stalls – but this is only the custom-

ary Q3 period of maintenance and accidental fires. Everyone wants 

their rod reactors running smoothly during the Q4 price spike. The tra-

jectory seen through to May will resume and then some. 

 

Unfortunately the old statistic of 3 grams of polysilicon per Watt (or 

3,000 tons per GW) is becoming less reliable, as a variety of thin-film 

products promise to halve that number over the course of the decade. 

Reducing wafer thickness from 175mm to 155mm should reduce pol-

ysilicon consumption by 6% or so. It’s unclear how fast the average 

polysilicon consumption has fallen already, but likely to 2.85 g/W. We 

also know that imports of polysilicon into China run at a constant 7,000 

tons per month, but we don’t know how much polysilicon will be pro-

duced by new factories before the end of the year.  

Demand, manufacturing scale, and prices all surge 
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This report has been compiled for anyone who needs to plan a solar 

service, or who must understand the commercial pressures on solar 

pricing over the mid and long term, over the next 3 to 5 years. 

 

We would expect forward planners and developers in major power 

companies, utilities, and C-suite executives in wholesalers and retail 

solar companies to be keen to read this report. 

 

Rethink Energy is about rethinking the generation of electricity on a 

global scale. We focus on the countries which are the largest users of 

electricity or which have the greatest possibilities in renewable ener-

gy, and blend these together into a single Annual Primary Electricity 

forecast. Its components are all included as separate forecasts and 

include projections for solar, wind, batteries, giga-factories, hydro-

gen, as well as the financial decline of nuclear, coal and gas. Rethink 

Energy understands that all electrical markets are joined up and that 

prices in one sector will affect ALL sectors. 

Who should buy this report 
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Every quarter Rethink counts up additions in all the major solar re-

gions, and creates a new rolling summary document which shows us 

all “Where we are right now” in solar.  

 

Most of the information comes from public government sources, so-

lar interest groups and our own collection of publicized “Orders.” 

 

It’s not rocket science, just hard work, but presenting this infor-

mation quarterly gives us a chance to take stock and interpret how 

the world has reached this particular stage of solar penetration, and 

to see which countries are dominating. 

 

This data is used to refresh Rethink Energy’s core electricity model—

it’s Annual Primary Electricity (APE) report, which models global 

electricity markets as they inflate through electrification. 

Methodology 
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Rethink is a thought leader in quadruple play, renewable energy,  and 5G 

wireless. It offers consulting, advisory services, research papers, webi-

nars, plus three weekly research services; Wireless Watch, a major influ-

ence among wireless operators and equipment makers; Faultline, which 

tracks disruption in the video ecosystem, and OTT video, Rethink Ener-

gy, which monitors investment opportunities in the changing energy 

landscape. 
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